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heavens

Dare to Surrender
Harlequin
Professional
mercenary Dare
Macintosh lives
by one hard and
fast rule: business
should never be
personal. If a
cause appeals to
him and the price
is right, he'll take
the mission he's
offered. But then
the lovely Molly
Alexander asks
him to help her
track down the
men who'd had
her

kidnapped—and for
the first time,
Dare's tempted to
combine work
with pleasure.
Fiercely
independent,
Molly vows to
trust no one until
she's uncovered
the truth. Could
the enemy be her
powerful estranged
father? The ex-
fiancé who still
holds a grudge? Or
the not-so-shy fan
of her bestselling
novels? As the
danger heats up
around them, the
only anchor Molly
has is Dare
himself. But what
she feels for him
just might be the

most frightening
thing of all….
Triple Dare Dare
MeAs a military leader
back from the war,
and the youngest of
his two dominant
older brothers, Rafe
Steele struggles with a
secret. He craves
surrender in the
bedroom under the
controlled hands of a
Dominatrix. When his
brothers offer him an
experience through
the exclusive agency,
FANTA-C, he jumps
at the chance to
experience one perfect
night. After one
experiment, he's sure
he'll be able to move
on. But he never
counted on Summer
Preston to strip down
his walls and make
him want more so
much more...An
elementary school
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teacher with a girl next
door, fresh face,
Summer is constantly
barraged by men who
want to take care of
her, but she longs to
meet a strong man who
can handle her
dominant ways in the
bedroom. Trapped in
her own storybook life,
she books a one-night
stand to finally
experience her fantasy.
But she never counted
on Rafe Steele to push
her boundaries in both
the bedroom...and her
heart.Dare Me -
Complete Series
Single and sexy Zaria
Hopkins gets what she
wants. And what she
wants is Gerald
Hardy. After catching
his eye at the club, she
knew she had to have
him. One steamy
encounter later, Zaria
is ready for happily
ever after. But Hardy
has other plans - that
include his wife and

kids. His hookup with
Zaria was just a one
night thing. He doesn't
realise what a deceived
Zaria is capable of,
what's going on in her
life, her dark past or
how quickly her love
can turn to hate - until
the mind games begin.
Zaria's betrayed heart
seeks revenge and
she'll do whatever it
takes...
Harlequin Dare
September 2019
Box Set Simon
and Schuster
Like many
children in
America, Michael
White grew up
without a father.
He taught himself
how to be a
man—which meant
turning to a life of
crime. Michael
ends up in prison,
but while there,
he makes the
decision to
change his life.

He writes down
the story of his
past; once his
sentence is over,
things take a
decidedly upward
swing. Michael
chronicles his life
in a memoir, and
his book sells
nearly one million
copies. He can’t
believe his own
luck, but he is
happy to have
turned a bad
situation into a
lucrative
enterprise. He
might have gone
on living the clean
life—but then he
steps into Davie’s
Bar-n-Grill, where
he meets four
beautiful women
who are prepared
to tear his world
apart. Monica
Sinclair is the
ringleader; the
other girls follow
her lead. They’ve
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made a sport of
seducing and
ruining men, just
for the fun of it.
Michael has
become their
newest target,
and he soon finds
himself trapped in
a seductive web
of lust, deception,
and murder. Will
past indiscretions
finally catch up
with the girls this
time, or will
Michael end up
another broken,
battered victim of
their cruel game?
Dare Me Lulu Press,
Inc
Dare Me
The Dare Urban
Renaissance
Everyone said
that she was the
most miserable
woman. She did
not love herself
and gave birth to

a child that was
unknown to her
father.F * ck.It's
all nonsense.Wit
hout the framing
of that trash of a
man, how could
she have gotten
into that
accident?That
her daughter was
a bastard?As the
daughter of the
first Wealthy
Ming family, she
was clearly the
little princess of
the Ming
family!There was
still someone
coveting her
husband? That
she wasn't
worthy of Mr.
Ming?Kang
Nian'an threw the
two bright-eyed
marriage

certificates in
front of everyone
and declared his
sovereignty. "I,
Mrs. Ming, have
gained the
reputation of Mr.
Ming!"
One Night Stand
Harlequin
Harlequin DARE
brings you a
collection of four
new sexy
contemporary
romances for fun
and fearless
women.
Available now!
This box set
includes:
HARDEN MY
HART (A
Notorious Harts
novel) by Clare
Connelly Cora
Andersson can’t
seem to resist
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Holden Hart. The 
hotter-than-
Hades billionaire
lives in his own
private
underworld of
self-destruction,
but their bodies
hunger for each
other and his
touch sears
Cora’s skin.
Now, there’s
nothing more
dangerous than
a broken Hart...
THE REBOUND
(A Close
Quarters novel)
by USA TODAY
Bestselling
Author Stefanie
London Bolting
from the wedding
isn’t part of
Presley
Richardson’s
plan… Neither is

Sebastian Foster,
her perfect
getaway driver.
Seducing
Sebastian is a
bad idea…but
Presley’s done
with being the
good girl. Soon
they’re exploring
Melbourne’s
exclusive
clubs—and the
wild passion
between them is
just the
beginning… AS
YOU CRAVE IT
(A Miami Heat
novel) by J.
Margot Critch
Gorgeous commi
tmentphobe Quin
Rexford used to
be Celia Evans’s
best friend—until
he shattered her
heart. Now,

years later, “just
friends” has
morphed into “all
the naughty
benefits”. Celia
can’t afford to
fall for Quin
again. But can
she enjoy him
without losing
herself? LOSING
CONTROL by
Rachael Stewart
A family feud
forced Cain to
leave the woman
of his dreams:
Alexa. Now he’s
returned to find
her leading the
family
business…and
the chemistry
between them is
still scorching.
Those sparks
reignite their
electrifying
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connection, but
can they ever
trust each other
again?
When You Dare
Harlequin
Harlequin Dare
brings you a
collection of four
new sexy
contemporary
romances for fun
and fearless
women. Available
now! This box set
includes: SWEET
THING By Nicola
Marsh Abby loves
working at
Sydney’s finest pat
isserie—especially
alongside brooding
new boss Tanner.
His past is as dark
as the ink on his
skin...he’ll let her
get close in the
bedroom, but does
Abby dare go
deeper? MY
ROYAL
TEMPTATION

Arrogant Heirs by
Riley Pine
Matchmaker Kate
Winter’s job is to
chain Crown Prince
Nikolai to one
woman. Only
Kate’s way too
tempting—igniting
his blood and
something far
deeper. But
Nikolai’s heart is
the one crown jewel
she can’t have….!
MAKE ME WANT
by Katee Robert In
her job as a lawyer
Lucy is bold,
confident. But in the
bedroom she needs
inspiration to
reawaken her inner
seductress. Asking
her friend Gideon
Novak for help
seems wrong...yet
so deliciously right!
RUINED The
Knights of Ruin by
Jackie Ashenden
When Cat must
fake a relationship

with her best friend
Smoke, convincing
people of their red-
hot chemistry is
unexpectedly easy.
But can they return
to what they had
before? And do they
even want to?
Harlequin Dare
May 2019 Box
Set Harlequin
Harlequin DARE
brings you a
collection of four
new sexy
contemporary
romances for fun
and fearless
women. Available
now! This box set
includes:
UNTAMED Hotel
Temptation By
Caitlin Crews
Businesswoman
Lucinda Graves
wants to add a
tropical hotel to
her empire—and
handsome owner
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Jason Kaoki is
willing to
negotiate… but
only if Lucinda
rises to his
challenges! As
each dare grows
hotter, will she
keep her eyes on
the prize? ON HIS
KNEES By
Cathryn Fox
Gorgeous
Summer Love is
after Tate
Carson’s
grandfather’s
billions. And New
York lawyer Tate
will stop at nothing
to prove she’s a
fraud. Not even
following her to
glamorous St
Moritz. But he
never imagined
falling under her
sexy spell… MR.
ONE-NIGHT
STAND By

Rachael Stewart
The second she
sees Mr. Oh-So-
Delicious, Jennifer
Hayes knows she
needs one night of
crazy. No names,
no strings, no
rules. Except that
Jennifer’s
naughty one-
nighter is actually
Marcus
Wright—her new
business partner!
Now they’re
mixing business
with all kinds of
pleasure…
DECADENT Dirty
Sexy Rich By
Alexx Andria
Alessandra Baroni
has had enough of
arrogant men. Like
handsome-as-the-
devil Dante
Donato, who’s
determined to buy
back his family’s

winery—even if it
means playing
dirty! With this
much heat the
coldest of hearts
might fall hard…
Dare Me -
Complete Series
Funstory
Harlequin DARE
brings you a
collection of four
new sexy
contemporary
romances for fun
and fearless
women.
Available now!
This box set
includes:
FORBIDDEN TO
TASTE
Billionaire
Bachelors by JC
Harroway Drake
Faulkner wanted
to marry Kenzie
Porter, but his
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best friend got
there first.
Drake’s avoided
Kenzie in the
years since her
husband died,
but when she
turns up wanting
a job at his hotel
their powerful
chemistry makes
it harder to stay
away… MAKE ME
YOURS by
Katee Robert
Fitness instructor
Becka Baudin
gave me the
sexiest night of
my life. Now
she’s pregnant
with my child.
While she agrees
to live in my
Manhattan
penthouse, and
we resume
steamy nightly

activities, getting
into her heart is a
different game!
TAKE ME ON by
Dylan Rose
Kenzie Fox
wants to sell her
stake in a rum
distillery...until
she meets the
buyer, Antonio
Navedo—the sexy
stranger from her
hotel room. She
proposes that if
she revives the
business, she
keeps it. If not,
he gets her
shares—and
anything he
wants… ON HER
TERMS by
Cathryn Fox My
number one
dating rule is no
emotions. Until I
see Luca Marino

at a wedding. The
aristocratic
Italian sex god
once humiliated
me—and he
doesn’t
recognise me.
Now’s my
chance for
delicious
payback, but it
means breaking
my golden rule...
Dare Me Harlequin
Trading Card:
Cameron Crawford
Occupation:
Brewmaster Marry/
Date/One-Night
Stand: One night.
Warning: Seriously
hot and seriously
unavailable. As an
up-and-coming
wine expert, Molly
Grainger has zero
room for
relationships.
Fortunately, the Hot
Guys Trading Card
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in her hand is the
perfect solution.
One night with a
tasty, hard-bodied
brewmaster who
she hopes will go
down smooth…. But
Cam offers Molly
more than just a
taste. He offers her
an arrangement:
Dating of
Convenience, with
bonus sexy times in
between! It's a
perfect pairing of
practicality and
deliciously naughty
chemistry. And
nothing would ruin it
more than falling in
love….
All Mine (1Night
Stand collection)
Wild Hearts
Romance
He demanded my
obedience. And I
gave it, willingly.
He showed me a
pleasure beyond
reason. But I’m

hiding something.
A secret that could
destroy
everything. What
will he do when he
discovers the
truth? Praise for
Lola: "The Hotel is
one hot, sinfully
sexy, devilishly
dirty, read!" --
Bookalicious
Babes Blog “Heart-
melting, panty-
dropping,
delightfully
delicious." --
Laurelin Paige,
New York Times
Bestselling Author
of The Fixed
Trilogy "This story
is deliciously filthy
and instantly
addicting. Intense,
brooding
billionaire meets
sassy, determined
intern: prepare for
total domination.

oh yes. yes,
PLEASE." --
Obsessed With
Myshelf
"Fantastic, flirty
and filthy.” --
Melanie Harlow,
USA Today
Bestselling Author
of the Happy
Crazy Love Series
The Hotel Duet:
The Hotel The
Dare The Lesson
The Challenge
One Night Stand
With Him #1
Harlequin
How does a
professional
quarterback
superstar score a
touchdown with a
woman he
doesn’t have time
to pursue? He
sends his twin
brother to stand in
for him until the
season is over. In
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the process, he is
shown a world of
opportunities as
his brother takes
him play-by-play
and makes him
long for the one
woman he wants,
but fears he’ll
never have.
Harlequin Dare
March 2018 Box
Set Square One
Publishers, Inc.
Sista Love was a
chart-topping girl
group that had it
all—fame, fortune
and failure.
Harmony, Melody,
and Lyric haven’t
seen each other
since their group
broke up three
years ago, but
when tragedy
strikes, the sisters
have no choice but
to face each other
again. Harmony
retreated from the
limelight and lives a

modest life in the
suburbs with her
new husband, an
ex–child star and
recovering drug
addict. Harmony
wants nothing more
than to be a wife
and mother, but
when news of her
mother’s sudden
death forces
Harmony and her
sisters back
together, she will
have to confront a
painful past that she
tried desperately to
leave behind.
Melody abandoned
her sisters for a solo
career and is now a
wealthy mega-star
who tours the world,
buys whatever her
heart desires, and
lives in the spotlight.
The world loves her
and her fans
worship her. She
usually stops at
nothing to get what
she wants. Just as

she gets set to kick
off her 1 Night
Stand Tour, news of
her mother’s death
derails her plans
and forces her to
confront the one
thing all of her
money can’t
erase—her sisters
and her past. Lyric
has been reduced
to a D-list celebrity
trying to make it
back to the top. She
lives for the rush of
the nightlife and
would do anything
for attention. When
she gets word of
her mother’s death,
Lyric’s painful past
and an unwanted
reunion with her
sisters send her
spiraling out of
control. Will the
Love sisters let their
past hurt, lies, and
deceit destroy them,
or will they manage
to put it all behind
them and be a
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family once and for
all?
My Horizontal
Life Harlequin
The Night that
Changed
Everything… Luc
Sarrazin has
finally found her.
His beautiful
wife, Star, who
left with more
than just his
ring… Convinced
that she
committed fraud,
he's determined
to recover his
money, before
demanding a
divorce. But his
wife has two
very unexpected
and very
identical
surprises. Now
he'll make her
an offer she

can't refuse. He'll
drop the charges
against her in
exchange for one
last night in his
bed - to quench
the impossible
desire he still
feels for Star. But
in the morning,
Luc realises he
cannot walk
away from his
children… or the
consuming
passion that one
night wasn't
enough to
satisfy.
Tales of Sin: Truth
or Dare Relay
Publishing
For the love of
books... Top Shelf
Romance is
devoted to bringing
readers a new
standard of
Romance.

Unforgettable books
in a collection you'll
cherish. Make Me
Yours is a collection
of four best-selling
novels, including: ?
Devney Perry - The
Birthday List Amo
Jones - In Peace
Lies Havoc Kristy
Bromberg - The
Player/The Catch
Chelle Bliss -
Enshrine ? Top
Shelf Romance
represents the best
of the best in
romance. There are
no cliffhangers.
These are simply
must-read novels
for readers looking
for the best in
happily ever afters.
Harlequin Dare
June 2021 Box
Set Lola Darling
Books
She went to a
club with her
friends to drink
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for the first time
after finishing her
third-year
examinations.
Gabriella was a
21-year-old virgin
who had never
kissed anybody
before. She met
a stranger at a
club,
accompanied
him to a hotel,
had her first kiss,
and lost her
virginity. She
enjoyed herself.
When she awoke
the next morning,
the man was
gone, He left.
She found out
she was
pregnant a few
months later.
She continued to
go to the hotel in
the hopes of

running into the
man, but after
four months, she
gave up. He
abandoned her,
leaving her to
face the situation
alone. She
dropped out of
university to
raise her son.
She returned to
school a year
later to complete
her studies and
get her degree.
She then saw the
person she had
slept with on TV
and realized he
was now
engaged, as well
as the fact that
he was the well-
known multi-
billionaire Javier
Hills. What would
his grandma do

when she finds a
boy who looks
just like her
grandson?
Dare Me
Harlequin
As a military
leader back from
the war, and the
youngest of his
two dominant
older brothers,
Rafe Steele
struggles with a
secret. He craves
surrender in the
bedroom under
the controlled
hands of a
Dominatrix. When
his brothers offer
him an
experience
through the
exclusive agency,
FANTA-C, he
jumps at the
chance to
experience one
perfect night.
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After one
experiment, he's
sure he'll be able
to move on. But
he never counted
on Summer
Preston to strip
down his walls
and make him
want more so
much more...An
elementary school
teacher with a girl
next door, fresh
face, Summer is
constantly
barraged by men
who want to take
care of her, but
she longs to meet
a strong man who
can handle her
dominant ways in
the bedroom.
Trapped in her
own storybook life,
she books a one-
night stand to
finally experience
her fantasy. But

she never counted
on Rafe Steele to
push her
boundaries in both
the bedroom...and
her heart.
Harlequin
Harlequin DARE
brings you a
collection of four
new sexy
contemporary
romances for fun
and fearless
women. Available
now! This box set
includes: THE
DEAL The
Billionaire’s Club
by Clare Connelly
For Nicholas
Rothsmore one
red-hot night isn’t
enough. So, after
discovering his
masked
seductress is
straitlaced
Billionaires’ Club
owner Imogen

Carmichael, he
proposes a new
deal—she’s his for
the holidays. But
as they get closer
to Christmas he
craves the one gift
he can’t
unwrap—her…
NAUGHTY OR
NICE by Rachael
Stewart Lucas
Waring was her
brother’s best
friend—before he
broke her heart.
Yet with one
glance from him
Eva Beaumont
knows that bolt of
need has
returned. Now
Lucas wants her
business. But the
nice Eva he knew
is gone. Naughty
Eva wants her
cake and a taste
of Lucas, too...
TURN ME ON by
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Dylan Rose Food
journalist Faye
Curry has lost her
appetite for food, r
elationships—even
sex. Then she’s
sent to London to
interview sexy
chef Gregor
Wright. That lean
body, those
glacier-blue
eyes…mmm. She
can’t resist being
devoured by him.
But now Faye
wants one thing
not on the
menu—Gregor’s
heart. A SINFUL
LITTLE
CHRISTMAS Sin
City Brotherhood
by J. Margot
Critch Alana
Carter likes to
dominate—in the
boardroom and in
the bedroom. She
hates it that her

employee Michael
Paul challenges
her, but their
chemistry is
impossible to
ignore...and
Michael is
irresistibly
commanding
between the
sheets. In Cancœn
with him for
Christmas, and
weak with desire,
will she risk losing
control?
One Night Stand
Booktango
In the beginning,
there was no
love between
the two, only
sex, he wanted
to get the
greatest
pleasure from
her, even if it
was just a body
fit. "If you're

bored, why do
you want to
continue?" He
smiled and
laughed,
"because, I can't
find anyone who
can replace your
body, now, I'm
fed up with active
women, for your
passive reaction
when lying under
my body, I miss
you very much.
.” She stared at
this man's face,
he was still the
same demon as
when they first
met, "pervert."
“You will love my
perversion.” The
man's face, it
could be said to
be perfect, was
beautiful enough
to make others
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fall in love, but his
words were full
of evil. His hand,
beautifully
elongated, but in
her eyes, it was
a net that could
not be moved,
nor freed. “So,
same old rule,
one exchange,
one night in
bed.” The man
narrowed his
eyes and smiled,
softly kissing his
lips, "Okay!" She
pretended to
obey, but when
she looked at the
man on top of
her, she thought,
one day he won't
be able to die
properly. She
longs for a
comfortable and
free life, but this

man, from the
beginning to the
end, did not let
her go, is it only
after his death
that she will be
completely
liberated? If you
can't live, then
let's go to hell
together. Love,
while
unconsciously
germinated for a
long time, but
they accidentally
didn't realize it,
so they trampled
it over and over
again, until they
realized, it was
too late to turn
back... the end of
this tragic story?
Please read the
story together to
understand.
Make Me Yours

Chasing Romance,
Inc.
The third thrill-a-
minute novel in
the gritty
contemporary
Sons of Steel
Row romance
series from the
author of Dare to
Run and Dare to
Stay. As an
undercover DEA
agent in the most
powerful gang in
Boston, Scott
Donahue accepts
the risks of living
a double life. But
when Tate
Donovan, leader
of the Sons of
Steel Row,
assigns Scotty to
take his place in a
bachelor’s
auction
sponsored by his
sister’s sorority,
he’s exposed to a
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whole new level of
danger. Even
though Tate
makes it very
clear—Skylar is off
limits—the second
Scotty sees her,
he’s a goner. But
how does he tell
Sky she’s falling
for a man who
doesn’t exist? Sky
can’t resist
Scotty’s cool
confidence or the
raw, edgy power
oozing from his
perfect body.
She’s always
been the good girl,
but he brings out
the bad in her.
And even though
she knows so little
about who he
really is, Sky’s
willing to take the
biggest risk of all.
But putting her
heart on the line is

no guarantee that
Scotty won’t slip
through her
fingers...
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